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History, Memory and
Politics, 1922 to the
Present Diamond
Pocket Books Pvt Ltd
The complete story of
the Wannsee
Conference, the
meeting that paved the
way for the Holocaust.
On 20 January 1942,
ﬁfteen men arrived for
a meeting in a
luxurious villa on the
shores of the Wannsee
in the far-western
outskirts of Berlin.
They came at the
invitation of Reinhard
Heydrich and were
almost all high-ranking
Nazi Party,
government, and SS
oﬃcials. The exquisite
position by the lake,
the imposing driveway
up to the villa,
culminating in a
generously sized

roundabout in front of
the house, the
expansive, carefully
landscaped park, the
generous suite of
rooms that opened on
to the park and the
lake, the three-level
terrace that stretched
the entire garden side
of the house, and the
winter garden with its
marble fountain, all
give today's visitor to
the villa a good idea of
its owner's aspiration
to build a
sophisticated, almost
palatial structure as a
testament to his
cultivation and worldly
success. But the
beauty of the situation
stood in stark contrast
to the purpose of the
meeting to which the
ﬁfteen had come in
January 1942: the
'Final Solution of the
Jewish Question'.
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According to the
surviving records of the
meeting, items on the
agenda included the
precise deﬁnition of
exactly which group of
people was to be
aﬀected, followed by a
discussion of how
upwards of eleven
million people were to
be deported and
subjected to the
toughest form of forced
labour, and following
on from this a
discussion of how the
survivors of this forced
labour as well as those
not capable of it were
ultimately to be killed.
The next item on the
agenda was breakfast.
The Cambridge History
of the Second World
War Nazism 1919-1945
Volume 2State,
Economy and Society
1933-39: a
Documentary Reader
This volume in the
series covers the
4

domestic aspects of
the regime between
1933 and 1939: the
political system, the
economy and society,
propaganda and
indoctrination, policies
towards youth and
women, the SS system
of terror, anti-Semitism
and popular attitudes
towards the regime -consent, dissent, and
resistance. The
documents are drawn
from a wide range of
sources both published
and unpublished -oﬃcial and party
documents, memoirs,
letters, diaries, and
newspapers -- and are
linked with a
commentary. The
combination of
documents and
commentary
represents at the same
time a textbook, an
original contribution,
and an invaluable
source book for
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students and
historians.
Proposals for a New
Approach to Fascism
and Its Era, 1919-1945
Univ of California Press
Nazism 1919-1945
Volume 2State,
Economy and Society
1933-39: a
Documentary
ReaderExeter Studies
in History
Collaboration,
Resistance,
Holocaust, Empire
Univ of North Carolina
Press
"Secret Armies" by
John L. Spivak.
Published by Good
Press. Good Press
publishes a wide range
of titles that
encompasses every
genre. From wellknown classics &
literary ﬁction and nonﬁction to forgotten−or
yet undiscovered
gems−of world
literature, we issue the
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books that need to be
read. Each Good Press
edition has been
meticulously edited
and formatted to boost
readability for all ereaders and devices.
Our goal is to produce
eBooks that are userfriendly and accessible
to everyone in a highquality digital format.
The Soviet Union
Simon and Schuster
While we often tend to
think of the Third Reich
as a zone of
lawlessness, the Nazi
dictatorship and its
policies of persecution
rested on a legal
foundation set in place
and maintained by
judges, lawyers, and
civil servants trained in
the law. This volume
oﬀers a concise and
compelling account of
how these intelligent
and welleducated legal
professionals lent their
skills and knowledge to
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a system of oppression
and domination. The
chapters address why
German lawyers and
jurists were attracted
to Nazism; how their
support of the regime
resulted from a
combination of
ideological conviction,
careerist opportunism,
and legalistic
selfdelusion; and
whether they were
held accountable for
their Nazi-era actions
after 1945. This book
also examines the
experiences of Jewish
lawyers who fell victim
to anti-Semitic
measures. The volume
will appeal to scholars,
students, and other
readers with an
interest in Nazi
Germany, the
Holocaust, and the
history of
jurisprudence.
Education in Nazi
Germany Berghahn
6

Books
Although studies of
fascism have
constituted one of the
most fertile areas of
historical inquiry in
recent decades, more
and more scholars
have called for a new
agenda with more
research beyond Italy
and Germany, less
preoccupation with
deﬁnition and
classiﬁcation, and
more sustained focus
on the relationships
among diﬀerent fascist
formations before
1945. Starting from a
critical assessment of
these imperatives, this
rigorous volume charts
a historiographical
path that transcends
rigid distinctions while
still developing
meaningful criteria of
diﬀerentiation. Even as
we take fascism
seriously as a political
phenomenon, such an
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approach allows us to
better understand its
distinctive
contradictions and
historical variations.
A History Routledge
Regarded as the
second most important
book to come out of
Nazi Germany, Alfred
Rosenberg's Der
Mythus des
zwanzigsten
Jahrhunderts is a
philosophical and
political map which
outlines the ideological
background to the Nazi
Party and maps out
how that party viewed
society, other races,
social ordering,
religion, art, aesthetics
and the structure of
the state. The "Mythus"
to which Rosenberg
(who was also editor of
the Nazi Party
newspaper) refers was
the concept of blood,
which, according to the
preface, "unchains the
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racial worldrevolution."
Rosenberg's no-hold
barred depiction of the
history of Christianity
earned it the
accusation that it was
anti-Christian, and that
unjustiﬁed controversy
overshadowed the
most interesting
sections of the book
which deal with the
world racial situation
and the demand for
racially homogenous
states as the only
method to preserve
individual world
cultures. Rosenberg
was hanged at
Nuremberg on charges
of "waging wars of
aggression" even
though he had never
served in the military,
and it is likely that he
was hanged purely
because of this book.
Contents Preface Book
One: The Conﬂict of
Values Chapter I. Race
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and Race Soul Chapter
II. Love and Honour
Chapter III. Mysticism
and Action Book Two:
Nature of Germanic Art
Chapter I. Racial
Aesthetics Chapter II.
Will And Instinct
Chapter III. Personality
And Style Chapter IV.
The Aesthetic Will Book
Three: The Coming
Reich Chapter I. Myth
And Type Chapter II.
The State And The
Sexes Chapter III. Folk
And State Chapter IV.
Nordic German Law
Chapter V. Church And
School Chapter VI. A
New System Of State
Chapter VII. The
Essential Unit
Social Outsiders in Nazi
Germany Bloomsbury
Publishing
Primary sources
document the rise of
the Nazi Party, the use
of propaganda, the
conduct of the war,
and death camp
8

horrors
Foreign Policy, War and
Racial Extermination: A
Documentary Reader
Exeter Studies in
History
Volume 1: The military
events of the Second
World War have been
the subject of historical
debate from 1945 to
the present. It
mattered greatly who
won, and ﬁghting was
the essential
determinant of victory
or defeat. In Volume 1
of 'The Cambridge
History of the Second
World War' a team of
twenty-ﬁve leading
historians oﬀer a
comprehensive and
authoritative new
account of the war's
military and strategic
history. Part I examines
the military cultures
and strategic
objectives of the eight
major powers involved.
Part II surveys the
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course of the war in its
key theatres across the
world, and assesses
why one side or the
other prevailed there.
Part III considers, in a
comparative way, key
aspects of military
activity, including
planning, intelligence,
and organisation of
troops and material, as
well as guerrilla
ﬁghting and treatment
of prisoners of war.
LTI: Lingua Tertii
Imperii Penguin
Annotated major
documents illustrating
the rise, consolidation,
and rule of Nazism in
Germany and the
political, social, and
economic complexities
of life in Germany,
from the founding of
the Nazi Party to the
fall of the Third Reich
The New Technique of
Nazi Warfare Robinson
Victor Klemperer was
Professor of French
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Literature at Dresden
University. As a Jew, he
was removed from his
post in 1935, only
surviving thanks to his
marriage to an Aryan.
Presenting a study of
language and its
engagement with
history, this book
draws form
Klemperer's conviction
that the language of
the Third Reich helped
to create its culture.
A Documentary History
Good Press
‘MEIN KAMPF’ is the
autobiography of Adolf
Hitler gives detailed
insight into the mission
and vision of Adolf
Hitler that shook the
world. This book is the
merger of two
volumes. The ﬁrst
volume of MEIN KAMPF’
was written while the
author was imprisioned
in a Bavarian fortress.
The book deals with
events which brought
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the author into this
blight. It was the hour
of Germany’s deepest
humiliation, when
Napolean has
dismembered the old
German Empire and
French soldiers
occupied almost the
whole of Germony. The
books narrates how
Hitler was arrested
with several of his
comrades and
imprisoned in the
fortress of Landsberg
on the river Lech.
During this period only
the author wrote the
ﬁrst volume of MEIN
KAMPF. The Second
volume of MEIN KAMPF
was written after
release of Hitler from
prison and it was
published after the
French had left the
Ruhr, the tramp of the
invading armies still
echoed in German ears
and the terrible
ravages had plunged
10

the country into a state
of social and economic
Chaos. The beauty of
the book is, MEIN
KAMPF is an historical
document which bears
the emprint of its own
time. Moreover, Hitler
has declared that his
acts and ‘public
statements’ constitute
a partial revision of his
book and are to be
taken as such. Also,
the author has
translated Hitler’s
ideal, the Volkischer
Staat, as the People’s
State. The author has
tried his best making
German Vocabulary
easy to understand.
You will never be
satisﬁed until go
through the whole
book. A must read
book, which is one of
the most widely
circulated and read
books worldwide.
The Last Days A&C
Black
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This is a new edition of
Volume Three of the
four volume collection
of documents on
Nazism 1919-1945,
with substantial
revisions to three
chapters and the
inclusion of many new
documents, an index
and a revised
bibliography. The
volume contains the
most systematic
documentation
available in English of
the Nazi programmes
of racial and eugenic
extermination,
including a case study
of the occupation of
Poland.
Working Towards the
Führer McGraw-Hill
College
Rather than being
accepted by all of
German society, the
Nazi regime was
resisted in both
passive and active
forms. This re-issued
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volume examines
opposition to National
Socialism by Germans
during the Third Reich
in its broadest sense. It
considers individual
and organized
nonconformity,
opposition, and
resistance ranging
from symbolic acts of
disobedience to
organized
assassination
attempts, and looks at
how disparate groups
such as the Jewish
community, churches,
conservatives,
communists, socialists,
and the military all
deﬁed the regime in
their own ways.
Fascist Interactions
Oxford University Press
Who ﬁlled the ranks of
the most infamous
political party in
history? This book is an
in-depth study of the
various groups that
made up the
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membership and the
leadership of the Nazi
party in Germany from
its beginnings to its
destruction. First
published in 1983 it
was the ﬁrst full-scale
description of who the
Nazis were, their
history, and their
categories of age,
social class,
occupation, sex, and
locality. Using data
from the party's
membership cards
alongside local and
regional party member
lists, Kater has
developed an image of
the people behind the
infamous name. Kater
also examines the
leadership cadres and
depicts the mentality
that characterized their
actions, linking it
ultimately with the
outcome of the Third
Reich. Kater reveals a
good deal about the
general structure of
12

German society in the
ﬁrst half of the
twentieth century and
the relationship that
society bears to the
phenomenon of
Nazism. Its
sophisticated
methodology, a model
of its kind, will interest
those who champion
the integration of
quantiﬁcation and
literary archival
scholarship. Praise for
Michael H Kater "This
thoughtful work, which
combines statistical
with traditional
methodology on a
subject of the greatest
importance and
diﬃculty, is likely to be
the standard book on
the composition and
leadership of the Nazi
party for years to
come. It is ﬁlled with
new information and
new insights." Gerhard L Weinberg,
University of North
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Carolina "This is the
ﬁrst really complete
and accurate picture of
the composition of the
Nazi movement ... In
scope, method, and
basis, Kater's work is
unique. It will be the
deﬁnitive study,
superseding all others,
and a major
contribution to
scholarship." - William
Sheridan Allen, State
University of New York
Michael H Kater
(b.1937) is Professor of
History, York
University, Toronto. He
is one of the world's
most respected
researchers of the
Nazis. Born in
Germany, Kater was
raised in Canada. He
studied at universities
in both countries.
Ideology, Opportunism,
and the Perversion of
Justice Pan
Focusing on the
previously unexplored
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religious and spiritual
beliefs of the Nazi
elites, the author
exposes the underlying
but ultimately distorted
"Christianity" at the
heart of the Nazi
critique of Germany.
(History)
Nazism, 1919-1945:
The rise to power,
1919-1934 OUP
Oxford
"A penetrating and
compassionate book on
the most gigantic
military struggle in
world history."--The
New York Times Book
Review "An
extraordinary tale...
Overy's engrossing
book provides
extensive details of teh
slaughter, brutality,
bitterness and
destruction on the
massive front from the
White Sea to the ﬂank
of Asia."--Chicago
Tribune The Russian
war eﬀort to defeat
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invading Axis powers,
an eﬀort that
assembled the largest
military force in
recorded history and
that cost the lives of
more than 25 million
Soviet soldiers and
civilians, was the
decisive factor for
securing an Allied
victory. Now with
access to the wealth of
ﬁlm archives and
interview material from
Russia used to produce
the ten-hour television
documentary Russia's
War, Richard Overy
tackles the many
persuasive questions
surrounding this
conﬂict. Was Stalin a
military genius? Was
the defense of Mother
Russia a product of
something greater
than numbers of tanks
and planes--of
something deep within
the Russian soul?
Nazism 1919-1945
14

Volume 2 Blurb
During 1940-1944, the
citizens of France and
its Empire endured the
'dark years' of
invasion, persecution
and foreign occupation.
Thousands of men,
women and children
suﬀered arrest,
deportation and death
as the French Vichy
regime worked to
secure a place for
France in Hitler's New
Order. France in the
Second World War is a
wide-ranging yet
succinct introduction to
the French experience
of the Second World
War and its aftermath.
It examines the fall of
France in 1940 and the
founding of the Vichy
regime, as well as
collaboration,
resistance, everyday
life, the Holocaust, the
Liberation and the
echoes of the period in
contemporary France.
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Chris Millington
addresses the chief
topics in chapters that
synthesizes the key
points of the history
and the historiography.
The French Empire is
carefully integrated
throughout, illustrating
the global impact of
events on mainland
France. In addition,
Millington provides a
helpful glossary of
terms, personalities
and movements from
the period and an
annotated bibliography
of English-language
sources to guide
students to the most
relevant works in the
area. France in the
Second World War
provides a
comprehensive
introduction to the
history and
historiography of
France and its Empire
during their darkest
hours.
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An American Worker in
Russia's City of Steel
Indiana University
Press
When Hitler assumed
power in 1933, he and
other Nazis had ﬁrm
ideas on what they
called a racially pure
"community of the
people." They quickly
took steps against
those whom they
wanted to isolate,
deport, or destroy. In
these essays informed
by the latest research,
leading scholars oﬀer
rich histories of the
people branded as
"social outsiders" in
Nazi Germany:
Communists, Jews,
"Gypsies," foreign
workers, prostitutes,
criminals,
homosexuals, and the
homeless,
unemployed, and
chronically ill. Although
many works have
concentrated
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exclusively on the
relationship between
Jews and the Third
Reich, this collection
also includes oftenoverlooked victims of
Nazism while
reintegrating the
Holocaust into its wider
social context. The
Nazis knew what
attitudes and values
they shared with many
other Germans, and
most of their targets
were individuals and
groups long regarded
as outsiders,
nuisances, or "problem
cases." The
identiﬁcation, the
treatment, and even
the pace of their
persecution of political
opponents and social
outsiders illustrated
that the Nazis attuned
their law-and-order
policies to German
society, history, and
traditions. Hitler's
personal convictions,
16

Nazi ideology, and
what he deemed to be
the wishes and hopes
of many people, came
together in deciding
where it would be
politically most
advantageous to begin.
The ﬁrst essay
explores the political
strategies used by the
Third Reich to gain
support for its
ideologies and
programs, and each
following essay
concentrates on one
group of outsiders.
Together the
contributions debate
the motivations behind
the purges. For
example, was the
persecution of Jews the
direct result of intense,
widespread antiSemitism, or was it
part of a more
encompassing and
arbitrary persecution of
"unwanted
populations" that
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intensiﬁed with the
war? The collection
overall oﬀers a
nuanced portrayal of
German citizens,
showing that many
supported the Third
Reich while some tried
to resist, and that the
war radicalized social
thinking on nearly
everyone's part. In
addition to the editors,
the contributors are
Frank Bajohr, Omer
Bartov, Doris L.
Bergen, Richard J.
Evans, Henry
Friedlander, Geoﬀrey J.
Giles, Marion A.
Kaplan, Sybil H. Milton,
Alan E. Steinweis,
Annette F. Timm, and
Nikolaus Wachsmann.
Nazism, 1919-1945:
Foreign policy, war,
and racial
extermination
Routledge
Volume 2 of this series
of documents with
commentary covers
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the domestic aspects
of the regime between
1933 and 1939: the
political stystem, the
economy and society,
propaganda and
indoctrination, policies
towards youth and
women, the SS system
of terror, antisemitism
and popular attitudes
towards the regime consent, dissent and
resistance. The
documents in the four
volumes of this series
are drawn from a wide
range of sources oﬃcial and party
documents, memoirs,
letters, diaries and
newspapers - and are
linked with a
commentary. The
combination of
documents and
commentary
represents at the same
time a textbook, a
contribution to
scholarship and a
source book for
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students and
historians.
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